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Tarek and Christina El Moussa | Jerod Harris/Getty Images for Lakewood Center Christina El Moussa and Tarek El Moussa, the Flip or Flop HGTV star, hit the television wave in 2013 to blow the curtain curtain from the home fireflies market. Together the couple share their lives and how they do business
with television viewers. The successful wild show has been capable of the couple's fame and wealth, but their relationship could not survive. The couple, who first married in 2009 finalized their divorce in 2018 after spending two years separated. Although their marriage ended in divorce, it gave birth to a
successful wild career and brought beautiful children into the world. Although the couple divorced, they still work together to be with their children's parents, and they work together in a business capacity. The pair remain flip or Flop stars and are both actively working on additional business ventures, both
independently and together. How many children tarek and Christina El Moussa are? Tarek and Christina shared two children together. Taylor was born in 2010, just a year after Tarek and Christina wed, in California. He featured heavily in the early seasons of Flip or Flop but has featured less since the
show has focused more on the business and less on the personal relationship between Tarek and Christina. Brayden, who was born in 2015 during Flip or Flop's original run, was the couple's first child together. Brayden was contained using IVF, following Tarek's cancer diagnosis. In 2013, Tarek was
diagnosed with thyroid cancer. He had surgery to remove the cancer tumor and later went on to receive radiation therapy to eradicate any remaining cancer cells. Radiation can usually cause infertility, so the couple decided to freeze sperm in the hope of giving birth to a second child. They struggled to
conceive, with two failed IVF attempts before successfully conceiving Brayden. Christina has officially dated Ant Anstead for the last year. According to reports, Anstead, a Britain television presenter and El Moussa were first linked together in November 2017. According to reports, Anstead split from his
12-year-old wife, Louise, in 2017. They share children Amelia and Archie, each born in 2003 and 2006. Tarek, who has been rumoured to be dating, has not been linked to any one particular couple. He has worked hard to keep his private life out of the public eye following a divorce, so if Tarek sees
someone, the world won't know any time soon. Nor Christina nor Tarek have children with other partners currently. How did Tarek and Christina co-parenting after their divorce? These couples are very committed to working together for the sake of their children. Although their personal problems are bad
enough to lead to divorce, they both share a lot of love for their children. Christina and Tarek have both been independently guided media about their children and the miracle. They have also spoken well each other when questioned about parenting and parenting together. While their romantic
relationships don't seem to exercise, at least, they put in an attempt to keep their children healthy, happy and well-adjusted, despite their very public parental life and divorce. Tarek and Christina now live in two different cities, but they are only minutes apart. Tarek has bought his ultimate bachelor pad in
Costa Mesa, while Christina recently put roots on beautiful Newport Beach, California. Ant Anstead also settled on Newport Beach, California. However, this residence is just a few miles apart, making it very easy for the couple to change custody. Tarek and Christina now share joint physical custody and
legal custody alongside Taylor and Brayden. HGTV Christina El Moussa will be solo! Two years after splitting up with Flip or Flop costar Tarek El Moussa, the HGTV star got his own show—without her ex-husband. Christina on the Beach, who will follow Christina as she transforms homes in Southern
California, premieres in early 2019. The design is my favorite part of the house-flipping process and I can't wait to be able to now work directly with customers and make the space they always dream of having, says Christina in a press statement. According to People, the eight-episode series will begin
with newport Beach's own home in Christina, its first home since selling the couple's former brother's house in Yorba Linda. Later, the audience will watch as she designs for client-and-juggles her career with the parenting of her two children, Taylor and Brayden, as well as her new relationship with
boyfriend Ant Anstead. The Wheeler Velocity Dealer host accompanied his girlfriend's reality star friends to New York to promote the new show. This content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in other formats, or you may be able to find more information, on their
website. Christina's design style is very popular, so it's a natural progression for us to expand its visibility with the new series, said HGTV President and Food Network Allison Page. His fans are also very veiled in his personal life and are eager to see 'what happens next'—so we bring them the opportunity
to share in these real-life moments in a way that no one else can. Meanwhile, Tarek is under discussion to develop the original show with the network as well. It's unclear if this means an end to Flip or Flop, who is currently airing his first season since Exes have decided to continue working together to
support their children. When we spoke to Christina last month, she said she wouldn't rule out another season. I'm always open, he told us. We just saw how this one rolls and just kind of went from there. One day at a time. This content is and maintained by third parties, and imported to this page to help
users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this content and similar piano.io this Content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in other formats, or you may be able to find more information, on their website. In early May, the Flip or
Flop Tarek El Moussa star suffered a serious back injury that caused him struggling to walk. After weeks of stem cell therapy, Tarek took to Instagram to share that he almost fully recovered. MIRACLE HAPPENS!!!! he announced in the post, explaining how five years earlier he suffered a back injury that
resulted in surgery. Tarek said the experience was miserable, and his latest issue left him thinking he needed to get another surgery. Instead, though, she chose therapy at the California Stem Cell Treatment Centre. He wrote, Today, I can't believe I'm saying this... I am 80 per cent better than my
treatment with almost NO pain at all!! Just leave my second procedure and I'll be sick 100 per cent free in 2 weeks. Tarek's original back injury occurred while he was battling two forms of cancer - testicular and thyroid - and it took him a year and a half for him to recover. I lost 60 pounds, I was in Vicodin
every day. Besides, my hormones are off, I am in pain and narcotics meds and I film and work. It was three that really rough three, four years ... It was a terrible experience, he said on Dr. Drew Podcast. Tarek believed he was overset, leading to anxiety attacks, and high heart rate, and became one of the
few factors he was quoted for his divorce from ex-wife Christina El Moussa, according to Page Six. (The pair filed for divorce in January 2017, citing insensitive differences.) This content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in other formats, or you may be able to find more
information, on their website. There are many contributing factors [for divorce] - life moves so fast. We bought a house, modelled the house ... My hormone levels were off, and I didn't feel very good a lot of the time, and I didn't become the best person I could, obviously Tarek on the podcast. There's so
much going on with TV, and notoriety and finance and so many different things happen at a time, and it slowly pulls us apart. Tarek and Christina maintained their working relationship though, appearing together in the latest season of Flip Or Flop, which aired at 9:00 p.m.m. EST on HGTV. Follow
HouseBeautiful on Instagram. This content is created and maintained by third parties, and is imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to get more information about this and similar content piano.io christina and Tarek El Moussa have spent more A decade of
rebuilding homes - and over the past two years, they've addressed their biggest renovations so far: Complete Gutting and their personal life modifications. It's been two years since the HGTV power couple - and the stars of the hit show, Flip Or Flop - announced they were parting, and in a recent interview
with People, Christina opened up just how terrible the transition has been. And what it took to start a freak life. Tarek and I are very bound together on everything: real estate, presentations, our children, our homes, obviously. It's very stressful, and everyone is worried that it will explode. Compound
external pressure by dealing with the end of the relationship - and thinking about what that means for you and your children, all during each step you are covered in the media - and the transition can feel consuming all. HGTV I felt like I drowned, Christina told the magazine in her latest issue. I did
whatever I could to stay on the water and just go through the day. Tarek has been equally bright about the experience. I could barely walk, I was so fractured as a person, after going through all the trauma and divorce and all these different things, he told dr. Drew's podcast early this spring. All the buzz
surrounding their farewell sparked many questions from fans. Here's the answer to the big one. Why Did Christina And Tarek Get Divorce, Anyway? It would be easy to hear those statements - and see episodes of Flip Or Flop, which only show the edited, public part of their lives - and wonder why the two
things ever ended. As painful as divorces, it was a decision they made after attending counselling and ultimately decided that they had indiscryptive differences. Getty Images There is so much going on with TV, and notoriety, and financially, and so many different things happen at a time, and it slowly
pulls us apart, Tarek tells Dr. Drew. Does the gun incident have something to do with it? Some attript their divorce to the incident in May 2016, when Tarek left their home in Yorba Linda, CA, with a gun. Deputies arrived at the scene, responding to a report of a man with a handgun that might commit
suicide, reports The Orange County Register.The couple parted ways shortly afterwards, but El Moussas has quickly explained it was not therefore therefore. Like any couple, we have parts of our issue, he told the Public. But we went through a lot in no time. In an interview on the Today show, Tarek
cleared the air, explaining he had never committed suicide just carry a gun as he is hiking in a wooded area with bobcat and rattlesnakes and, like, the big wildlife around him. It got really blown out of proportion, obviously. Is There a Divorce Settlement? A year after Tarek filed for divorce, the end of their
marriage was finalised. Whereas news Their divorce and their joint custody arrangements were made public, court order Jan. 22 Jan, 2018 did not include details on how their money and property would be divided. Like any couple, we have a part of our issue. However, it stated that Christina and Tarek
were unable to make any humiliating words about each other in front of their children (Taylor, 7, and Brayden, 2), and they would not allow others to do so, either. Are They Still Filming Flip or Flop Together? Christina and Tarek have only screened the latest season of their hit series - their first since
divorcing - and they ignore the elephants in the room. The first episode addresses their separation heads, setting the tone for a more personal season. I think sometimes it's just hard to see us as real people and real families dealing with the same struggles as everyone else, Christina told Yahoo Lifestyle.
This content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in other formats, or you may be able to find more information, on their website. Moreover, at the end of the day, they have to go to work and support our children, he says, so continuing the show makes sense. Who is
Christina Dating Today? After Tarek filed for divorce, Christina dated businessman Doug Spedding for several months, breaking in mid-October 2017 when Doug entered an inpatient rehabilitation center for addiction issues, People said. About a month later, Christina was spotted with her current
boyfriend - and the author/TV show host - Ant Antstead. Both have been very supportive of each other, even triggering a secret hashtag (#HMF) that has fans struggling to decoction what it means. Who is Tarek Dating? Tarek enjoys a single life now. I have a ton of friends. I went out and was lucky and
focused on my children and my career, she told her CountryLiving.com in June. Where Do They Live Now? Tarek moved out of El Moussas' Yorba Linda home after their farewell, and as soon as their divorce was finalised, Christina put the house on the market. She had just closed at a new home in
Newport Beach, CA, while Tarek was in the middle of re-pressing the Costa Mesa home she bought in March. You may be able to find the same content in other formats, or you may be able to find more information, on their website. Christina recently announced that she starred in her own solo HGTV
show, Christina On The Coast, which aired in early 2019. The series will focus on designing a home as well as helping eight other families shape them. There's no bouncy house this time, and there's no word on if you'll see Tarek. We won't depend on him, though. Will HGTV Get Tarek's own offerings
too? HGTV has said the series is in talks with Tarek about producing his own solo venture as well, but no details have been released. With all this recent Instagram posting about the work she did at her home (that custom 7-foot-tall chandeliers though!), there seems to be plenty of content for the Tarek
Out On The Town show. Just say. How Do They Do Now? In Christina's July 2, 2018 interview with People, she says that she and Tarek managed to build something bigger than we had before, while co-parenting their two children. I was thinking this year like rebuilding, its chims. I moved on, I had a new
TV show, a new boyfriend - there's a lot of projects going on. I am very happy, and for the first time in a long time, I feel at peace, which is a good feeling. Tarek has expressed a similar kind of peace. After parting and losing my family, I said I would do every thing I could to be the best person I could. I can
say standing here today I'm the best version of myself ever thought I could, he told Dr. Drew. After the separation, Tarek did several soul quests and focused on keeping his mental and physical health. Honestly, I'm the happiest ever so far for not feeling the way I felt, he said. Follow House Beautiful on
Instagram. This content is created and maintained by third parties, and imported to this page to help users set up their email addresses. You may be able to get more information about this content and similar piano.io piano.io
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